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We are proud to present the University of Belize Environmental 

Research Institute’s (UB ERI) Annual Report for 2012-2013. The 

records will show that during the past year, the Institute has made 

significant strides in improving its facilities, was on the cutting 

edge of its research agenda, demonstrated extraordinary                

capabilities in giving support to the management of the National 

Protected Areas Systems and Belize’s natural resources, and was 

successful in expanding the communication and visibility of the 

work at the   Institute. These efforts have, undoubtedly, resulted in 

an increase in the number of local and international visitors to the 

Calabash Caye Field Station.   

The advancement of the UB ERI is closely linked to the success of 

Belize’s conservation and protection of its natural environment. As 

this Institute continues to deliver high quality services to stake-

holders locally, regionally, and internationally, the country of Belize 

is poised for greater opportunities for generations to come.  

I invite you to take a look at the progress made over the academic 

year 2012-2013. 

Wilma Wright, Ph.D. 

Acting President,  

University of Belize 

President’s Message 

“The advancement of the UB ERI is closely linked to the success of 

Belize’s conservation and protection of its natural environment.” 
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The Academic year 2012-13 saw a change in administrative leadership at UB 

ERI from the Science Director (Terrestrial) to the Science Director (Marine). 

The revision of the Strategic Plan helped us evaluate our progress since 2010 

as we revisited the strategic objectives, particularly those related to ERI’s            

sustainability. The new strategic plan continues to build upon our work in 

sync with the UB Strategic Plan. 

 

Our dynamic and dedicated staff continued the work of the Institute through 

our three main programs. Under Research and Monitoring we continued work in 

the CBC and the CBWS looking at jaguar populations and started research in 

the Southern Belize Corridor in partnership with Ya’axche, SATIIM and 

TIDE. We have also heightened our presence in the Turneffe Atoll Marine  

Reserve through our efforts from our base at the Calabash Caye Field Station.  

 

We continued to build capacity within our students, staff and colleagues in 

the NRM field through our Training and Fellowships Program. We delivered 

courses at UB, provided numerous internship and volunteer opportunities to 

students at UB and junior colleges and provided thesis supervision to        

graduate students. Our operations greatly benefited from our student           

assistants who form an integral part of our database and national herbarium 

management, publications design and office support. Up to 17 protected area 

managers received training under the NTPPAM developed and implemented 

by ERI. Finally, our two Research Fellows continued their research, presented 

their work locally and  internationally and drafted papers for publication. 

 

Lastly, through our Communications and Outreach Program we remain committed 

to serving on multiple national networks and national committees that        

advance the management of Belize’s natural resources. We are leading the  

collaborative process for the development of a conservation action plan for the 

CBC in partnership with GOB, landowners and communities in the corridor. 

Our database services have continued to catalog data and are easily accessible 

at our website. Take a look at the highlights of the past year and learn more 

about our efforts here at UB ERI. 

Leandra Cho-

Ricketts, Ph.D. 

Administrative Director  

& 

 Science Director (Marine) 

Overview Of The Past Year 
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Expansion of ERI Facilities 

At the end of 2012, the ERI obtained approval on a proposal to expand its physical space at the University 

through the addition of a new wooden building. The building will house a conference room, equipment room 

and dry laboratory for processing samples from the field. Construction of the building commenced in June 2013 

and has been made possible through our partnership with Panthera, generous contributions from Bull Run 

Overseas Ltd., the Yalbac Ranch, Pine Lumber and Bull Ridge Co. Ltd. and funds earned by the ERI in the   

development of the National Training Program for Protected Areas Management. 

Calabash Caye Field Station 

Visiting Groups 

The Calabash Caye Field Station hosted 21 groups, both foreign and local, of which 12 were US based groups, 7 

were UB groups and 2 were local junior colleges. Of these groups four were first time visitors who all expressed 

plans to return to the CCFS. The CCFS earned BZ$243,203.00 in income for the 2012/13 academic year.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The visits were from St. Mary’s College, University of North Carolina Wilmington, Boston University, National 
University, Indiana Wesleyan University, Fayetteville Manilus, Moraine Valley College, Lincoln Land          
Community College, Lamar University, Texas A&M University, Texas Lutheran and the University of Belize, 
specifically from the MSc. in Biodiversity Conservation and Sustainable Development, and BSc. in NRM       
Program. 

 
 
 

One fellow, Dr. Chris Levesque, of the John Abbott College visited in June. 
 

 

Each group visiting the Calabash Caye Field Station fills out a questionnaire which provides UB ERI and CCFS 
staff with information used toward continued improvement and excellent customer service.  The questions 
asked are rated on a scale of 1 to 5, 1 being ‘Poor’ and 5 being ‘Excellent’. 

Institutional Strengthening & Sustainability 
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The average guest was very satisfied with the food, safety measures, 

activities and staff hospitality at CCFS. They all expressed that they 

thoroughly enjoyed their time spent at CCFS conducting research 

activities. 

Infrastructural Improvements  

The main pier was rebuilt during the year through direct capital investment by the University. The field station 

now boasts a new, well lit pier that can hold up to 6 vessels. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Installation of the Coral Reef Early Warning System (CREWS) Station  

Through the generous support of the Caribbean Community Climate Change Center a CREWS station was 

installed at Calabash during Feb 17-20, 2013, in partnership with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric    

Administration (NOAA). The CREWS station collects and monitors climatic and oceanographic data,        

continuously sending data uploads via the world wide web to a NOAA website that will make real-time data 

available for users across the Caribbean and globally.  The UB ERI Database Manager, Station Manager and 

Marine Biologist were involved in the installation and received training on its use and maintenance. The UB 

ERI will maintain and operate the buoy incorporating this data into our monitoring and research programs for      

Turneffe.  

Newly renovated pier at CCFS during the day and showcasing its light fixtures at night. 

CCFS Customer Service and Experience Survey 
Questions 

 
1. Overall, how would you rate the facilities at Calabash? 

       (Restroom, Shower and Equipment)  

2. How would you rate your sleeping accommodations?  

3. Were the lab facilities adequate to meet your educational needs? Y/ N. 

If so, how would you rate it?  

4. How would you rate our safety measures while on the island? 

5. How would you rate the quality of the food service? 

6. How would you rate the presentations and activities? 

7. How would you rate the hospitality of the staff? 
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Partner Support 

 

PANTHERA 

Emma Sanchez was hired in October 2012 and Yahaira Urbina was hired in January 2013. These dynamic 

young graduates of the UB NRM program have contributed considerably to the UB ERI. Emma works on the 

more ecological and methodological aspects of wildlife research while Yahaira works on wildlife within a     

human dominated landscape, often dealing with people and their interaction with wildlife. 
 

CARIBSAVE 

In September 2012, the UB ERI was awarded a grant through the CARIBSAVE Partnership for the            

implementation of a project to assess the potential impacts of climate change on Belize’s water resources, in 

collaboration with CATHALAC in Panama. The project implementation commenced in February 2013. and 

ERI’s Science Director (Terrestrial), Dr. Kay and Monitoring Officer, Ivanna Waight attended training on 

analysis of forest cover using IDRISI and hydrological modeling using ArcSWAT. (See Staff Training section) 

 
 

Staff Training and Workshops Attended 

Throughout the year, members of the UB ERI staff were involved in professional development training and 

workshops that contribute to the work done at the institute. Some of these workshops and trainings are     

highlighted below. 

 

SPAGS Refresher Course 

UB ERI’s marine biologist, Celso Cawich, participated in the 2012 SPAGS refresher course held at Little   

Water Caye, carried out by WCS and lead by Dr. Sadovy from SCRFA. Training served to train and prepare 

for Turneffe annual surveys.  

 

CATIE – DATALATIF Workshop  

From the 7-9th August 2012, our Database Manager, Nicole Weatherburne travelled to Peten, Guatemala to 
participate in the DATALATIF software presentation. DATALATIF was developed using Access and Visual 

Basic. The purpose of this workshop was to introduce the software to users and teach about installation and 

usage. In addition, a data accuracy plan was presented outlining procedures. Participants were 

involved in preparing excel sheets for importing the forest plot data, and following the data 

accuracy plan.  
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CATHALAC- GIS and Remote Sensing for Environmental Management Training 

 

Later in August from the 13th-18th, Nicole and our Monitoring Specialist,    

Ivanna Waight-Cho, participated in a GIS and Remote Sensing for Environ-

mental Management training course at CATHALAC in Panama. The course 

was comprised of both theory and practical sessions which focused on the  

Global Positioning System (GPS), Imagery Corrections, Imagery Classifications 

etc. The field exercise was conducted at the Parque Natural Metropolitano 

where data points were collected along a trail at different landmarks using a 

GPS and then processed in both ArcMap and Google Earth.  

 

 

Ivanna later participated in a Moderation Workshop conducted by GIZ which 

was held from December 3-7, 2012 in Flores, Peten. A host of presentations 

and activities were carried out throughout the 3-day workshop. The topics     

covered included the role of the moderator; phases of an event; visualization 

methods; and disadvantages and advantages of working in groups. The work-

shop was very useful in improving skills for moderating workshops under the 

National Biodiversity Monitoring Program. Workshop had participation from 

Belize, Mexico and Guatemala. 

 

 

Participants performing a vitalizer exercise at GIZ  

Moderation Workshop in Peten, Guatemala and 

participants of the GIZ Moderation Workshop in 

Flores, Guatemala.  

 

 

In April 7-13, 2013, Terrestrial Science Director Dr. Elma Kay and Ivanna 

Waight-Cho, attended a training workshop under the CARIBSAVE project 

“Assessing the potential impacts of climate change on Belize’s water resources”, 

at CATHALAC, Panama. The training workshop focused on land cover       

classification using images of Belize and existing signatures; use of IDRISI 

LCM for land cover scenario generation; and also implementation of 

ArcSWAT for pilot watersheds. This first workshop is a project deliverable 

geared towards building the capacity of the UB ERI. 

 

Participants of the course at the 
Parque Natural Metropolitano    
participating in the field exercise. 

Searching for images of Belize   
using GLOVIS.  

Dr. Kay and Ivanna along with Emil 

Cherrington working on classification 

of images.  
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Undergraduate teaching   

 

In the past academic year, the UB ERI team was responsible for delivering undergraduate courses within the 

Natural Resources Management Program at UB. 

 

 

The Wildlife Team delivered the Wildlife Management course. Twenty 

five students attended the course and spent 3 nights in the Cockscomb 

Basin. They were lucky enough to witness the capture of a Tayra and a 

Kinkajou. The wildlife team also assisted with the NRM Field Methods 

Course by showing students how camera traps, live traps and radio track-

ing equipment work.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UB ERI Darwin Botanist, German Lopez was invited to deliver 5 guest lectures on plant identification to    

students in the Bachelor in Biology Program. German also assisted NRM Associates level students with field-

work activities related to vegetation assessment and gave UB students a tour of the National Herbarium. 

 

Dr. Elma Kay assisted by German and Field Assistant in the Faculty of Science and 

Technology, Eduardo Barrientos, taught the Forest Ecology and Management 

Course to 22 final year NRMP students. Students visited several plantations,       

including the Yalbac forest, and visited the Pine Lumber and Yalbac sawmills.     

Students did a field unit on pine logging and Reduced Emissions from                

Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD) in the Mountain Pine Ridge. Finally, 

through a collaborative effort with Virginia Tech (VT) University’s Department of 

Forest Resources, Dr. Shepard Zedaker gave a 4-day workshop on fire management 

to the students and teaching staff of the course.  The workshop included teaching, 

short outdoor exercises, computer practical and culminated in a prescribed burn of 

over 1,000 acres of savanna in the Paynes Creek National Park in collaboration with 

the Southern Fire Working Group led by Mario Muschamp of TIDE. 

Wildlife expert, Dr. Bart Harmsen     

presenting on wildlife as indicators .  

Students actively engaged in 

Field Methods course. 

Capacity Building 
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Dr. Leandra Cho-Ricketts taught the Fisheries and Aquaculture Management 

Course to 22 final year NRMP students. Students learnt about the fishing 

and aquaculture industry in Belize and fisheries management successes.     

Students visited fishing cooperatives and several shrimp farms to observe   

industry operations. Through collaboration with Environmental Defense 

Fund and the Belize Fisheries Department, students were introduced to the 

Managed Access program being implemented for fisheries management in 

Belize. During a 5-day field component students obtained hands-on work in 

fisheries data collection, collected baseline data on the deep reef snapper  

fishery and worked with WCS Shark and Ray Scientist, Dr. Rachel Graham 

to assess the shark and ray population in Turneffe.  

 

Dr. Elma Kay and Dr. Ricketts delivered 

annual NRMP 4153 Field Methods course 

to 25 third year Bachelor students in the NRM Program. Monitoring Of-

ficer, Ivanna Waight-Cho assisted with the course. She conducted 4 lectures, 

2 on general sampling methods and 2 on specific methods and assisted with 

student assessments. The Botanist and Wildlife crew also assisted in         

delivering the course. Students completed the wildlife methods portion in 

the Central Belize Corridor, the freshwater portion in the Sibun River, the 

plants and birds section at the Cockscomb Basin Wildlife Sanctuary and the 

marine section in the Turneffe Atoll via the Calabash Caye Field Station.  

 

 

Fellowships- Dr. Arlenie Rogers 

 

During the summer of 2013, sea cucumber researcher, Dr. Arlenie Rogers 
toured the Centro de Investigacion y Estudios Avanzados (CINVESTAV) in 
Merida, Mexico along with the Center’s Principal Investigator, Dr. Miguel  
Angel Olvera Novoa. CINVESTAV is a scientific research center affiliated 
with the National Polytechnic Institute. The objectives of the visit were to: 
gain a better understanding of the technology and resources needed for  
breeding and offspring production of sea cucumbers; learn from the           
experience of sea cucumber experts such as Dr. Olvera’s in sea cucumber    
culturing; obtain a clear idea of the required financial investment in mari-
culture and initiate possible collaboration efforts. 

 

Theory classes at CCFS lecture hall. 

CINVESTAV in Merida, Mexico. 
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Students getting field practice in the 

Fisheries & Aquaculture Management 

Course. 



 

Interns and Volunteers 

 

Marine Volunteers and Interns 

During the summer CCFS hosted three 3rd year NRMP interns for six weeks and 

two interns from junior colleges for three weeks. The interns assisted with lion-

fish surveys and gut content analysis, turtle nesting monitoring, beach clean-ups 

and water quality monitoring. They gained invaluable experience in marine field 

sampling and data collection. 

A total of 17 volunteers were trained during the past year; some of them were 

past volunteers who are certified divers and have data collection experience while 

others were new recruits. Currently there are 10 volunteers composed of 5 divers 

and 5 DIT (divers in training). Seven of our volunteers graduated during the past 

year, with one of them hired as the marine biologist for TIDE.  

Most of the marine field work is carried out with the assistance of the student  

volunteers. Their work contributes to national efforts such as Nassau grouper monitoring, conch surveys, and 

reef health assessment.  

 

For their contribution we recognize the following students who have now entered the working world. 
 

 Allan Romero Jenelle Griffith Kevin Mendez Monique Lamb Tanya Barona Moises Barrientos Jani Salazar 
 

 

 

Terrestrial Volunteers and Interns 

Nine undergraduates from the UB joined the Panthera-ERI program for 6 weeks. During this time they       

assisted with a range of activities: telemetry and camera trapping, interviewing farmers about livestock           

predation, interviewing the public about coyote sightings in Belize, assessing parasite loads of pumas from  

camera-trap photos, individually identifying ocelots using 10 years of camera data from CBWS, individually 

identifying ocelots using 3 years of camera data from the CBC, managing and inputting in-coming camera data 

from the Labouring Creek Jaguar Corridor Wildlife Sanctuary. 
 

Two interns from the previous group interviewed 676 people across the country about coyote sightings, where, 

when and whether they had lost livestock to coyotes. The data still need to be analysed fully, but in brief, 12% 

of respondents had seen coyotes.  

 

In June 2013 the UB ERI Terrestrial programs hosted a total of five 3rd year NRMP Bachelor students as     

interns. Two of these students worked with Dr. Kay and the National Hicatee Conservation and Monitoring 

Network (NHCMN) to survey a total of 82 households in the Belize River Valley on their use of the endan-

gered hicatee and perceptions regarding the conservation of the species.  

Marine volunteers at work. 

Lionfish caught . 
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The other three students worked in the Human-Wildlife Conflict Program with our Wildife Biologist, Yahaira 

Urbina to survey 70 hunters in the CBC area in order to determine hunting behaviour. The information from 

both the hicatee and hunter    surveys will be very valuable to develop estimates of game off-take and hunting 

distribution. 

Professional Training 

National Training Program for Protected Areas Management (NTPPAM) 

In October 2012, exactly a year after the UB ERI and its partners, YCT and Center for Protected Areas      
Management Training at Colorado State University, developed the National Training Program for Protected 
Areas Management (NTPPAM), the University signed a two year grant agreement with PACT to pilot the first 
two years of the training program.  

The PACT grant to implement the program is being complemented with 
support from the GEF- funded  “Strengthening National Capacities”   
project being implemented by the NPAS, Ministry of Forestry, Fisheries 
and Sustainable Development (MFFSD) in collaboration with the UNDP. 
Thus far, approximately 43 protected area management professionals have 
received training in financial management (Level 1), management effec-
tiveness, conservation finance (Level 1) and protected area management 
planning through the program. For each of these courses, participants 
were assessed and were required to deliver practical work including draft 
grant proposals, management plans and management effectiveness assess-
ments.  

Plant Taxonomy 

In January 2013, German Lopez, Darwin Botanist, once more helped to 

deliver the annual Belize Plant Taxonomy Field Course organized by     

University of Edinburgh and Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh for their 

graduate students. This year, the UB ERI, in partnership with UoE and 

RBGE awarded course scholarships to Kayla Cus, an Associate NRM    

student at UB who volunteers with Ya'axche and Denver Cayetano, a 

Bachelor NRM student who works for UB ERI and who scored the 2nd 

highest grade in the course practical. 

 

Pantheracam Training Workshop  

Bart Harmsen and Emma Sanchez ran a full-day Pantheracam workshop for our three partner NGOs in the 
Southern Belize Corridor (SBC): Ya’axche, TIDE and SATIIM. This comprised of lectures on the theory of 
camera trap methodology and a practical session on camera deployment, and data management using the    
Pantheracam software. The workshop was attended by 28 persons, a mix of office and field staff.  

NTPPAM Trainees working on products for 

the Management Effectiveness Course. 
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Reef Fish and Coral Identification training 

The UB ERI biologist, Celso Cawich, and field technician, Jani Salazar, carried out a Reef Fish and Coral ID 

training in January 2013. The course was geared at field personnel and students and was composed of class/

theory and field training. A total of 17 persons, including personnel from the Department of the                 

Environment, the Belize Audubon Society and UB students participated in the training.  

Scientific Diving Program 

This year also marked the establishment of a Scientific Diving Program for UB 
at CCFS under the auspices of the American Academy of Underwater Sciences 
(AAUS). This program ensures proper safety and training for divers engaged in 
scientific work. This membership in AAUS will also provide us with the credi-
bility to host new US and EU groups engaged in diving and attract more re-
searchers to the CCFS from established AAUS programs. Under the program 
we have a total of 7 staff trained as Scientific Divers and 4 student volunteers as 
Divers-In-Training.  

 

Graduate Studies  

M.Sc. Biodiversity Conservation and Sustainable Development 

 

During this academic year, the UB ERI remained as the focal point in Belize for the Regional                     

MSc. Biodiversity Conservation and Sustainable Development Program being offered by the university in    

collaboration with UWI-St. Augustine, University of Guyana and Anton de Kom University of Suriname. This 

year one student from Trinidad was admitted into the program through a CARPIMS scholarship, while nine 

Belizean students continue to study in the program on a part-time basis.  

 

In March and April 2013, the first Belizean M.Sc. student   

started data collection for his research project comparing the       

impacts of logging in Freshwater Creek Forest Reserve, a       

recently logged area, and the Fireburn forest, an area that was 

logged two decades ago.  

 

In July 2013, Dr. Kay was one of three lead instructors for the 

terrestrial field practicum to 21 M.Sc. students at Brownsberg 

Nature Reserve in Suriname. Dr. Kay led the forest sampling 

methods and social survey units of the course. In Belize,        

Dr. Cho-Ricketts led the marine field practicum, which took 

place at the Calabash Caye Field Station. Eight students took 

the course of which six were students enrolled at UB. 

Students of the Regional M.Sc. Biodiversity               

Conservation and Sustainable Development          

Program.  

Members of Scientific  Dive Team 
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Marine  
 

The UB ERI contributed to the science work for the recently established Turneffe Atoll Marine Reserve 

(November 2012) through data collection under the various monitoring programs. The programs were expanded 

to add new sites to incorporate data collection for the marine reserve zones. This will enable the UB ERI to track 

the health of the reserve and the effectiveness of zonation over time  
 

Sea grass Net 

The UB ERI continued monitoring of the Seagrass Net sites until February 2013 when the global project came 

to an end.  Monitoring was carried out at Black Bird and Calabash Caye. During the three year period the on-

site transect markers were maintained, temperature loggers exchanged, communication with the project contact 

person was maintained and monitoring was carried out on schedule. Both sites now have over 7 years of        

consistent data, making it one of the largest and most complete seagrass data sets in Belize. All data collected was 

digitized and uploaded to the Seagrass Net Online Database which is open for public viewing at                

http://www.seagrassnet.org.  UB ERI will continue with biannual sampling of the sites. 

 

MBRS 

In July 2013 the annual MBRS survey was carried out, covering a total of 23 reef sites, 4 mangrove sites and 2 

sea grass sites. The survey represented four years of continuous monitoring and results using the Integrated Reef 

Health Index (Healthy Reefs 2008) to track the health of the reefs in Turneffe Atoll. Over the 4 year  period, the 
general health of the atoll deteriorated from “Fair” to “Poor” and remained so for the 

past two years.  

 Reef health for Turneffe Atoll from 2010-2013 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Coral spawning 

Coral spawning surveys in the form of night dives were carried out in September and 

October of 2012.  Spawning was observed during both periods but was more frequent 

on the 6-7th day after the full moon in September. Species observed spawning were   

M. annularis, M. faveolata and M. franski.   

Research and Monitoring 

Health indicator 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Coral cover POOR FAIR FAIR FAIR 

Macro algae cover GOOD FAIR FAIR POOR 

Diadema abundance m2 CRITICAL CRITICAL CRITICAL CRITICAL 

Disease prevalence VERY GOOD FAIR POOR FAIR 

Herbivorous fish g 100m2 CRITICAL POOR CRITICAL GOOD 

Commercial fish g 100m2 POOR GOOD POOR POOR 

IRHI 2.66 2.66 2 2.5 

Condition FAIR FAIR POOR POOR 
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Corals from Belize’s Barrier 

Reef. 

http://www.seagrassnet.org


Diadema Research  

From June 22-26, 2013, 28 sites covering back reef, fore reef and patch reef habitats within the Glovers Reef 

Marine Reserve were monitored. This is a part of a long-term monitoring partnership (6 years) with the WCS. 

The goal of program is to establish long- term population status of Diadema antillarum. Results show a very low 
but steady presence of urchins at Glovers Reef and primarily on the western side of the atoll. 

 

Coral bleaching 

Coral bleaching surveys were carried out monthly through August 2012-January 2013. Surveys aimed to cover a 

minimum of 7 sites located throughout the atoll. These were carried out with the assistance of the student   

volunteers. The highest percentage of coral bleaching was observed in August of 2012 with 22% with bleaching 

declining as the months progressed. All field data is housed at the ERI in the National Coral Reef Monitoring 

Network Database and general results are available at http://www.eri.org. 

 

National Conch Survey 

The ERI assisted the Belize Fisheries Department in the 2012 National Conch 

Survey by carrying out surveys at Turneffe Atoll. A total of 20 sites were sur-

veyed yielding an average density of 175 conchs per hectare and highlighting 

some areas of high density and importance to the fishing industry. Majority of 

the conch population was composed of sub-adults barely reaching the legal har-

vesting size of 7 inches shell length. 

The survey represented the largest effort to estimate conch densities in the atoll. 

Results were forwarded to the Belize Fisheries Department as part of the nation-

al survey and were used to determine the quota figures for the upcoming fishing 

year.  
 

Sea Turtles 

The year was an active one for turtle research. An in-water survey was carried 

out in June 2013 in collaboration with the Oceanic Society and with help 

from UB student volunteers. The survey estimated abundance, obtained bio-

metric data, captured and tagged sea turtles and obtained genetic information. 

In one week the survey covered 18 sites and resulted in a total of 86 sighted 

turtles of which 17 were captured and included 1 green turtle, 1 loggerhead 

and 15 hawksbills.  

Conch densities per hectare at 

Turneffe Atoll. 
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The survey also identified important sites of high densities. One month later a 

loggerhead tagged in Turneffe Atoll was found nesting in the beach off Xelha, 

Mexico. This was the first documented record of a female loggerhead foraging 

in Belizean waters and nesting on a Mexican beach.  

In July, student intern Areli Perez documented 8 turtle crawls at Calabash 
Caye. Two nests were confirmed at Black Bird Caye in the same month.  

 

Fish Spawning Aggregations (SPAGS) 

SPAGS Monitoring was conducted from January 28 to February 3, 2013 at   

Mauger Caye and Dog Flea Caye to locate and monitor Nassau Grouper      

aggregation sites. On January 29th 2013 the Mauger Caye Nassau grouper     

aggregation was located. Some 400 Nassau groupers were observed aggregating 

for the annual spawning season. The Dog Flea 

site, however, showed no presence of any     

aggregation. All data was entered in the Belize 

Spawning Aggregations Working Group online database housed by the ERI. 
 

Monitoring was done in April 2013 for the snapper visual survey at Caye 

Bokel. Some 800 Dog snappers were observed aggregating, along with 100   

permits and an infinite number of Cubera snappers located below the 150ft 

depth. Wildlife photographer Tony Rath got excellent shots of aggregations, 

despite the low visibility. 

 

Wildlife  

Cockscomb Basin Wildlife Sanctuary 

One of our main field sites and laboratories of wildlife studies is at the Cockscomb Basin Wildlife Sanctuary 

which still supports one of the highest densities of jaguars in the world. Boosted by extremely good relations 

with the competent staff and management of the Sanctuary, the Belize Audubon Society, this year the annual 

camera survey was expanded. This monitoring survey of jaguars and wildlife is now year-round. 

 

This year a record breaking 26 individual jaguars was detected. Ten years of 

monitoring has demonstrated that Cockscomb jaguars show high resilience as 

evidenced by the high numbers of individuals at the sanctuary. A pregnant fe-

male was noted on one of the cameras. Extra cameras were placed in the area 

where she was first detected and she’s been photographed on several occasions 

by the smaller streams and rivers of Cockscomb. The continuous monitoring 

will give us an invaluable insight into long-term population dynamics and   

spatial distribution of individual jaguars.  

Sea turtle Survey team with 

tagged loggerhead.  

SPAGS Team  made up of marine 
staff and student volunteers-in    
January 2013  

Nassau Grouper aggregation at 
Mauger Caye 

Pregnant female jaguar at CBWS 

captured on Pantheracam. 
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Monitoring of jaguars and prey in Toledo  

Work with TIDE, Ya'axche and SATIIM has led to the implementation of a large scale 

monitoring program in Toledo. SATIIM has used Panthera camera traps for monitoring 

within the national park. This survey indicated depleted wildlife populations but they were 

definitely still present. It is hoped that this survey will help management to preserve this 

unique park and keep its wildlife intact. Initial small scale surveys were carried out on 

TIDE’s private land, indicating the presence of several jaguars. Ya'axche has been able to 

carry out a camera trap survey in the Maya Golden Landscape and the data is being         

analysed. The results of this exciting survey will give a better understanding of the variation 

in jaguar densities across the Belizean landscape.  
 

Monitoring of jaguars and prey in the Central Belize Corridor  

At the start of 2013, the third camera survey in the Central Belize Corridor was completed. This landscape is 

degrading rapidly but wildlife still persists. Jaguar turnover is extremely high. In contrast to the Cockscomb 

Basin, not a single individual from our first survey in 2009 was present, meaning that survival of jaguars is low 

in this part of Belize. Current intensification of agriculture at the corridor threatens this landscape as large  

portions of land are being converted for agricultural use.  
 

Human wildlife conflict and hunting of game species  

Rural Belize Jaguar/livestock conflict 
 

An intensive survey was conducted in Rural Belize to determine how much live-

stock farmers lose and how many jaguars they kill in retaliation. Farmers have 

been very cooperative and camera traps have been placed on multiple farms in 

the area. Detailed studies have been made of the farms in terms of              

management, surrounding habitat and level of development of the property. 

Several farms have been chosen for higher intensity collaboration and several 

non-lethal mitigation measures will be tried on these farms. These mitigation 

measures will range from improved fencing, buffer areas of open strips, guard 

donkeys and improved management of young animals. 

 
Survey of hunting levels in the Central Belize Corridor 

 

A survey of hunting levels in the Central Belize Corridor was conducted by 

Yahaira Urbina. The study will reveal how far hunters are willing to travel, 

the average off-take of different game species and their general attitude of the 

state of game species in their area of influence. The dataset is being analysed 

and the outcomes of this survey should be shared soon.  

Wildlife Biologist, Yahaira Urbina 

spearheads survey of hunting       

activity in CBC. 

UB interns Mercedes Valdez and 

Krishna Montero assist with survey. 

Jaguar entering farm 

caught on camera . 
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Nationwide jaguar/livestock conflict resolution 

In close collaboration with the Belize Forest Department- Wildlife Program, pragmatic solutions to jaguar/

livestock conflict were identified after a survey. The new wildlife officer, tasked with jaguar issues, works closely 

with the UB ERI. He is provided with camera traps and technical assistance for developing protocols on how 

to assess conflict situations and how best to respond. This will provide information for a nationwide database 

of problems allowing for statistical tests to be run identifying patterns of which factors cause conflict and what 

mitigation measures work best in which situation.  
 

Forest Monitoring 

CATIE/FINNFOR Project:  
 

In September 2012 we finalized activities that the UB ERI implemented through a larger CATIE/FINNFOR 

Project that focused on improving forest management in Belize. Through this project the UB ERI developed a 

3-year National Action Plan for Long-term Forest Monitoring in collaboration with stakeholders in forest  

management; re-measured two of Belize’s permanent sample plots in the Chiquibul Forest in collaboration 

with Percival Cho of Lancaster University and the Belize Forest Department; re-measured 11 permanent    

sample plots for timber production within silvopastoral systems in the Cayo District; and maintained a well-

curated collection of plant specimens at the National Herbarium housed with the Belize Forest Department. 

Biodiversity Monitoring 

Our Monitoring Officer, Ivanna Waight-Cho coordinated and facilitated the 3rd national workshop for the 
National Biodiversity Monitoring Program which was split into two segments. The first segment (terrestrial) 
was held on November 1, 2012 and the second segment (marine) was held on November 6th. At the workshops 
the tentative indicators of the program were prioritized and finalized based on criteria and criteria ranking  
developed by the UB ERI. Expert presentations were also conducted to justify the inclusion of certain         
indicators in the program.  

 

 

 

 

Database Management 

The UB ERI continued to host, manage and update the National Coral Bleaching Database and the SPAG 
database. Summaries of results from each bleaching and SPAG season are available on the ERI website. This 
year the Database Manager and database assistants worked on the development of a web-based sea turtle data-
base for national in-water and nesting data. The database team also finalized a forest plot sampling database. 
The UB ERI Publications Repository was maintained and new documents uploaded. A Quality Control Plan 
was implemented to ensure data accuracy for the existing databases.  

Left: Participants at the terrestrial segment 
workshop 
 
Right: Participants at the marine segment 
workshop 
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Promoting UB ERI’s Work 

 

A media tour was conducted to CCFS in February to promote UB ERI’s work, in particular its marine        

programs at Calabash Caye. This resulted in news items and articles on the TV and radio. Media houses in-

cluded Love FM/TV, Plus TV, Amandala, Reporter and Government Press Office. UB ERI was also a guest on 

the Love TV morning show where our marine work was highlighted showcasing Belizeans in marine science. 

 
The UB ERI wildlife team presented at the Annual NRM Symposium held at UB on April 17, 2013. Dr. 

Harmsen presented on his work with jaguars and both Junior Wildlife Biologists presented their work on    

spatial behavior of grey foxes and the knowledge, use and perceptions of wildlife. Dr. Rogers presented her sea 

cucumber biological assessment study. 

Service to National Committees 
 

UB ERI Staff serve on many different national and scientific committees/boards. 
 

Dr. Elma Kay, Terrestrial Science Director  

National Protected Areas Technical Committee 
National Steering Committee for GEF Small Grants Program 
Belize National Climate Change Committee (BNCCC) 
Mitigation Subcommmittee of the BNCCC 
REDD Technical Expert Group  

 
Dr. Leandra Cho-Ricketts, Marine Science Director 

Belize Spawning Aggregation (SPAG) Working Group  
National Coral Reef Monitoring Network 
Coastal Zone Task Force 
Turneffe Atoll Sustainability Association 
Local Consultative Body for GEF Small Grants Program 
Technical Committee for No-Take Zone Expansion 
UB Dive Control Board 

 
Collaboration with Partner Organizations 

 

National Herbarium at Forest Department 
 

Since the Darwin Lowland Savanna Project  UB ERI staff and UB student volunteers and interns have     

maintained the plant specimen collections at the National Herbarium through a collaboration with the Forest 

Department. To date UB ERI has incorporated approximately 4,000 specimens to the herbarium. These    

specimens comprise a valuable resource for plant identification and research.  

Communication and Outreach 
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Information Exchange on Forest Management Matters 
 

At the end of 2012, the UB ERI hosted a Sustainable Forested Landscapes Forum and roundtable discussion 

in collaboration with the US Embassy and Virginia Tech University. Presenters included Energy, Climate   

Partnership of the Americas Fellow, Dr. Janaki Alavalapati, Head of Virginia Tech's Forest Resources and  

Conservation Department, Forest Department and NGO personnel. A round table session commenced the 

discussion on a partnership with Virginia Tech University that will enable the university to build its capacity to 

deliver training in forest management, economics, and assessment and fire management in Belize. 

 
 

Management of the Central Belize Corridor  
 

In April 2012, Dr. Wendel Parham, Chief Executive Officer in the Ministry of 

Forestry, Fisheries and Sustainable Development, appointed a 15-member task 

force to facilitate the development of a management plan for the CBC using the 

conservation action planning (CAP) process. UB ERI’s Science Director 

(Terrestrial), Dr. Elma Kay is the task force team leader and Wildlife Biologist,   

Yahaira Urbina is a member of the task force. Dr. Kay and Yahaira will be     

working on the development of the CBC mangement plan along with task force 

members from the Forest and Fisheries Departments, Department of the         

Environment, Department of Agriculture, TNC, BAS, Community Baboon  

Sanctuary , The Belize Zoo and the Rancho Dolores Environment Group.  

 

On May 9, 2012, the ERI, in collaboration with the MFFSD, organized a launch 

event for the CBC- CAP process at The Belize Zoo. The event shared information 

with stakeholders about the corridor, the upcoming conservation action planning 

activities for the area and to introduce them to the task force that facilitate the 

development of the CBC management plan. At the end of May, CAP coach,   

Andrew Dickerson from Shearwater and Associates in the United States led a one 

week training workshop in conservation action planning at the George Price Cen-

ter for Peace and Development. Stakeholder workshops facilitated by the task 

force to develop the management plan for the CBC are expected to commence in 

the new academic year. 

 
 

Assisting Wildlife Conservation Society and Healthy Reefs 
 
In April of 2013 Celso Cawich, marine biologist, and Jani Salazar, field technician, assisted WCS with their 

annual in-water sea turtle survey. The work was valuable to the team as it trained them and prepared them for 

the upcoming Turneffe sea turtle surveys. The marine biologist also assisted Healthy Reefs with annual 

AGRRA surveys off the coast of Belize City. 
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The financial support base for the operations of the ERI and the Calabash Caye Field Station (CCFS) were 

generated from two main sources- Grants/Donations (OAK Foundation & Panthera being the largest contributors), 
and an expense budget from the University of Belize. Together, these funds fuelled the activities at the ERI and 

the Calabash Caye Field Station.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

A breakdown of expenditure associated with this resource pool is represented in the chart below:  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In summary, our spending covered the following: 

 Guest hosting at the field station of 28 groups, mainly US-based students; the equivalent of which          

accounted for a total of 2,059 total guest days at the Caye. 
 Support of our wildlife and marine programs along with management of national databases. 

 Capacity building through student training, student assistantships and two research fellowships. 

 Maintenance and hosting of our website and disseminating information. 

 Construction of a new pier at the CCFS to facilitate safe access to the station by our guests and staff. 

 The initial costs of a new building (20’ x 60’) which will provide much needed lab space for our students 

and researchers.  

Financial Overview 
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ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE       

BALANCE SHEET       
COMPARATIVE REPORT (2013 & 2012)       

        

ASSETS 2013   2012 

Current Assets       

Imprest (Petty Cash)  $           158.53    $           472.05 

Checking account-Scotiabank  $    472,428.01    $    233,933.77 

Other- assets:       

Employee Advance      $                   - 

Receivables  $      12,464.10    $                   - 

Prepaid Ins  $        3,184.02    $        4,396.50 

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS  $    488,234.66    $    238,802.32 

FIXED ASSETS       

Equipment:       

ERI funded  $    133,204.52    $    103,064.87 

Accm depr-ERI assets  $    (41,153.36)    $    (20,512.76) 

Panthera funded  $      49,018.68    $      49,018.68 

Accm depr Panthera assets  $    (22,524.92)    $    (10,275.89) 

Darwin funded  $        9,628.43    $        9,628.43 

Accm depr Darwin assets  $      (6,175.37)    $      (4,286.05) 

OAK funded  $    664,922.64    $    617,039.94 

Accum depr-OAK  $  (207,172.96)    $  (129,142.76) 

CATIE funded  $           741.56    $           741.56 

Sub-Total  $    580,489.22    $    615,276.02 

TOTAL FIXED ASSETS  $  1068,723.88    $    854,078.34 

LIABILITIES & EQUITY       

Current Liabilities:       

Accounts Payable  $        6,659.01    $           395.00 

Wages payable  $        1,755.51    $           430.08 

Social Security payable  $           122.80    $             48.00 

   $        8,537.32    $           873.08 

Equity:       

Equity b/f prior yr  $    853,205.26    $  1124,877.25 

Prior yr adj  $        2,699.57    $                   - 

Net Income  $    204,281.73    $  (271,671.99) 

Sub Total  $  1060,186.56    $    853,205.26 

TOTAL LIABILITIES  $  1068,723.88    $    854,078.34 

Additionally, the unaudited figures below provide a comparison of our financial position over the last two 
years:  

Financial Overview 
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APPENDICES 

Darwin Botanist receives scholarship to pursue graduate studies 

 

 
 
German Lopez left the ERI in August 2013 to complete a two-year M.Sc. in Sustainable   
Forest and Nature Management through the European Union’s Erasmus Mundus        
scholarship program. German is expected to spend the first year of his program at Bangor 
University in the United Kingdom. We are delighted that German has earned such a     
wonderful opportunity and look forward to his continued input to Belize’s national        
development. 

UB ERI STEERING COMMITTEE 
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Wilma Wright, Ph.D UB Provost— UB ERI-SC Chairperson UB 

Sandra Miranda UB Director of Finance UB 

Leandra Cho-Ricketts, Ph.D UB ERI Administrative Director (ex-officio) UB 

Joaquin Urbina UB Faculty UB 

George Headley Private Sector Bull Run Overseas Ltd. 

Trevor Roe Private Sector G.A. Roe & Sons Ltd. 

Glegg Watson Private Sector   

Brian Lin Private Sector BELTRAIDE 

Mark Noralez Alternate for Private Sector BELTRAIDE 

Jose Perez APAMO Representative APAMO 

Beverly Wade  Fisheries Administrator Fisheries Department 

James Azueta Alternate for Fisheries Administrator Fisheries Department 

Wilber Sabido Chief Forest Officer  Forest Department 

Nadia Bood International Environmental NGO WWF 

Maurico Mejia Alternate for International Environmental NGO WWF 



Name Position 
Organization 

 funding salary 

Leandra Cho-Ricketts, Ph.D. 
Admin Director & Science Director 

(Marine) 
UB 

Elma Kay, Ph.D. Science Director (Terrestrial) UB 

Ian Sangster Administrative/Financial Manager UB 

Julissa Lopez Administrative Assistant UB 

Kenneth Gale Station Manager, CCFS UB 

Nicole Craig Station Manager, CCFS (May 2013) UB 

Teresa Catzim Head Cook, CCFS UB 

Inacio Cortez Caretaker, CCFS UB 

Albert Cherrington Jr. Boat Captain, CCFS UB 

Margarita Hernandez Assistant Cook UB 

Irma Leiva Relief Cook UB 

Christopher Encalada Boat Captain, CCFS UB 

Bart Harmsen, Ph.D. Panthera Jaguar Research Fellow Panthera 

Emma Sanchez Field Technician Panthera 

Celso Cawich Marine Biologist Oak Foundation 

Jani Salazar Field Technician Oak Foundation 

Nicole Weatherburne Database Manager Oak Foundation 

Ivanna Waight-Cho Monitoring Officer Oak Foundation 

German Lopez Darwin Botanist Darwin Initiative 

Arturo Ramos Field Operations Manager Darwin Initiative 

Michael Brakeman 
Field Assistant –Large Mammal  

Corridor Project 
Darwin Initiative 

Christopher Estrada 
Field Assistant –Large Mammal  

Corridor Project 
Darwin Initiative 

UB ERI TEAM 
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University of Belize Environmental Research Institute  

Mission: The Environmental Research Institute continuously 
builds national scientific capacity for the effective 

management, sustainable use and conservation of 

Belize’s natural resources.  

 

Vision:  As the premiere environmental research institute in    

Belize and highly respected in the region, UB ERI 

provides sound science and creates a culture of     

evidence-based decision-making in the public and 

private sector in areas relevant to sustainable        

development. 

Funded  by: 
 

For more information contact: 

Environmental Research Institute 

University of Belize 

Price Center Road  

PO Box 340 

 Belmopan, Belize 

Tel/Fax: 822-2701 

http://www.eriub.org 

http://www.eriub.org

